
Book Review

Damn Bunch of Cripples: My Politically Incorrect Education in Disability Awareness.
Shaver, L. (2003). New York: iUniverse, Inc.

When I received the advertisement for a book called Damn Bunch of Cripples I could not help
but buy it. An author who entitles a book in that manner had either 1) perhaps earned the right
to do so, or 2) had unmitigated gall. I was hoping it was the first of the two suggestions, and I
was correct. What Lew Shaver entitled his "politically correct education in disability awareness"
is really a substantive and humor-infused chronicle of his life as a coach for athletes with
disabilities.

This book is a quick read: 142 pages filled with many stories. The text is very informal and
therefore some readers may feel that it lacks structure. However, in many ways the informal
structure actually enhanced the feel of the text; it was very heartening that the tales within were
coming from a "regular guy." Shaver readily shares instances when a player or two enlightened
him in his moments of ignorance. He refers to people without disabilities as "ABs" (able-
bodieds) throughout the book, and states that they often feel guilty about "not knowing" when
with a person with a disability but are afraid to ask. Shaver is an "AB" that many other "ABs"
can readily relate to, and hence holds some power to engage both practitioner and student.

Throughout the book, there are some segments from the athletes themselves, parts of papers
that Shaver had asked the athletes to write upon their graduations over many years. The papers
were to embody what it meant to be a student athlete on the Bronco team. The author notes that
it was these papers that were the impetus to write the book, though when Shaver discussed the
idea with a past athlete, she remarked that she felt the book should come from Shaver himself,
reflecting what he discovered throughout the years. I agree. Though the athletes' words add some
significance in their own right, the stories about Shaver and the situations in which he was tested
and from which he learned were more poignant.

Though the book was easily digestable and an instructor could use the book in its entirety for
a course, there were many instances wherein segments could be extracted for use in different
lessons without losing their meaning. For example, pages 21-25 are entitled A Lesson in History.
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Therein Shaver outlines the history of wheelchair basketball and wheelchair sport, and adds in
interesting tidbits, such as the rating system used for level of disability in athletes. Although it
would be relatively easy to find this information elsewhere, it was more interesting within the
context of Shaver's need to learn the knowledge and sprinkled with his commentary.

Other segments that may provide some insight to a class would be those on emotionally—
charged topics that are either not discussed in some traditional pieces of classroom material or,
when included, may lack first-person narrative. There are very powerful personal accounts
throughout the book on such topics as depression and suicidal thoughts following trauma- and
the anger that results from people without disabilities assuming people with disabilities are
universally incapable. It is one thing to read a textbook about the way stereotyping works; it is
quite another to hear a college student with a disability rant about insensitive classmates who
may be quite like oneself.

Finally, a bit less emotionally sensitive but also rarely discussed elsewhere, are topics relating
to bodily functions. The stories in the book describe how urine bags work (or don't, on
occasion!), what bowel stimulation is (and Coach Shaver's first, and final, experience with it),
and the athletes' discussions about dating and sex. Again, and instructor might extract many of
these sketches in a few paragraphs or pages and use them to inject humanity—a sense of
understanding people who are living these lives, instead of just conditions that may be parts of
the way they live.

Overall, the book may be quite useful to the therapeutic recreation practitioner and educator.
As a reader, my biggest complaint was the number of typographical errors within the text as they
became quite distracting while reading. Also be warned that the language used throughout the
book is not for the faint-hearted. However, Shaver's coarse tongue is not used in a way that is
gratuitous or intended to be offensive. It just "is," and seems to be in accurate depiction of both
coach and athletes at these moments in their lives. These peculiarities aside, the substance,
authenticity, and humor this book embodies make it a worthy addition to the therapeutic
recreation specialist's library.
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